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about
Launched in 2013, Love Inc. is the leading equality-minded wedding and honeymoon resource. Our 
dedication to showcasing content that is targeted to both straight and same-sex couples sets us apart 
from other publications, and has earned us high esteem amongst the LGBTQ demographic as well as 
established us as a top expert in LGBTQ weddings within the industry. 



 our mission
The world of weddings is extremely heteronormative — everyone is targeting a bride who is marrying a 
groom. On the opposite end of the spectrum, resources that are tailoring to same-sex couples are doing 
so exclusively. No one was truly being inclusive with their content. I realized this void and decided to fill 
it, and that’s when Love Inc. was born. 

As advertisers, our unique angle allows you to tap into one of the fastest growing — and loyal — demo-
graphics without sacrificing the majority population. Our wedding content is as diverse as our  readers — 
from timeless and traditional to quirky or bohemian — but all have an underlying message: love is love.

Our gender-neutral language, equal representation of all orientations and clear commitment to equality 
has attracted a devoted following who trust us to share the absolute best equality-minded brands and 
vendors in our industry. And we take this responsibility very seriously. 



AS SEEN IN

This is the wedding magazine 
we’ve been waiting for.

- REFINERY29



STATS  TRENDS&

of LGBTQ adults are more likely to purchase a company’s 
product or services when an advertisement has been 
tailored to an LGBTQ audience.86%

of same-sex couples feel that it’s important to work with 

LGBTQ-friendly businesses when planning their wedding.76%



Love Inc.’s wedding magazine is 
radically changing the way

we look at weddings.
- MTV
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 our content
FAMILY

INSPIRATION

ENGAGEMENT SHOOTS

REAL WEDDINGS

HONEYMOON

PROPOSALS



#LOVEINCLUSIVE
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our +SERVICES   PRICING

#1 ��������� ���������
Our team will craft an editorial-focused feature spotlighting your brand, creating content 

that is organic, educational and inspiring for our readers. 

Each sponsored editorial placement comes with social shares across each of our platforms 
(Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter).

{  �������: $400  }

#2 ������ ������ ���������
Bring your brand to life in a creative-driven campaign that will evoke inspiration and 

brand integration with our photo shoot package. 

The all-inclusive pricing includes brainstorming concepts, pulling vendors to execute, 
live social media coverage, styling on set, and publishing the final product. 

{  �������: ������ �� $1500  }

“Every person has their own tapestry,
therefore, each wedding will and 

should be different.”
- @ASHLEYDOUGLASSEVENTS



#3 ������ ����� �����
Utilizing your imagery, our editors will craft engaging captions to share your brand with our 

social media followers across Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest. 

{  �������: $50  }

#4������ ������ ����� �����
Allow our editors to style your product in a mini photo shoot and share with our 

social media following with engaging captions. 

{  �������: $150  }

#LOVEINC



#6 �������� �����������
Our founding editor, Brittny Drye, has spoken at high-profile events such as NACE DC, 

WedTech and WPPI, and loves sharing her expertise on a variety of topics. 

Our starting price includes a 30-minute on-brand Powerpoint presentation. 

{  �������: �������� �� $1500 (���� ������) }

#7 ������ �������
We've found that one of the biggest concerns LGBTQ couples have when planning their 

wedding is that they feel like they have to come out to every vendor ... and the response is sadly not
always supportive. Being a member of our vendor guide, the Love List, already guarantees that you 
have been vouched for by our team, which, as you can imagine, makes a world of a difference for 

couples who want to work exclusively with equality-minded professionals. 

Each Love Lister receives exclusive publishing opportunities, social promotion and more. 

{  �������: $150  }

#5 ����������
In our swiftly evolving world of weddings, it's more important than ever to ensure that your 

business is equality-minded. Whether it's understanding the gender identity/orientation 
spectrum, knowing how to address sensitive topics with your clients or marketing to LGBTQ+ 
couples, our founder will educate you and your team on the changing landscape of inclusion 

in an in-depth consultation. 

{  �������: $2000  }



CONTACT US
PR/MEDIA INQUIRIES

For all media inquiries regarding the Love Inc. brand or Drye Publishing LLC, 
speaking engagements and collaborations: advertising@loveincmag.com

PRODUCT SUBMISSIONS/GIVEAWAYS
Want your product featured on Love Inc.? 

For editorial consideration, you can mail samples to
 Love Inc. Magazine, 120 E. 23rd St., 5th Floor, New York, NY 10010 

or email us at: editor@loveincmag.com


